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ABSTRACT 

The ability to perform near real-time data association and automatic detection and classification of Resident Space 
Object (RSO) maneuvers is highly desirable.  The problem of mis-tagging and Uncorrelated Tracks (UCTs) is still a 
challenge in processing observations today.  This problem is in part due to unknown maneuvers that occur between 
successive revisits of the tracking source on the RSOs.  Advanced techniques in statistical filtering have shown 
various degrees of success.  Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) techniques have seen significant 
growth in recent years and pose viable approaches within the space domain’s solution space to address this 
challenge. 

Feasibility of using AI/ML to perform Data Association (DA) and Maneuver Detection/Classification (MD/MC) of 
the Galaxy-15 in the Geosynchronous (GEO) orbit regime has been demonstrated and reported previously using 
publicly available Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) data.  The various ML techniques such as Tree-Based 
Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT) and Autoencoder (AE) were shown to achieve better than 90% accuracy in both 
data association and maneuver classification [1]. 

The current work demonstrates improved performance over our previous reported techniques by using the Ensemble 
ML technique.  This technique combines the various ML models into a single model in a way that improves the 
overall performance over individual models.  We show that this technique is applicable to both DA and MD/MC 
using publicly available data on the Galaxy-15 satellite. Characterizing the Pattern of Life (POL) of the maneuvering 
RSO is the key to the success of the AI/ML model to recognize whether a set of optical astrometric measurements 
can be associated with an RSO candidate, and whether a maneuver type can be classified for that RSO based on the 
same optical measurement set.  Using open-source template ML models from Keras and Scikit-Learn libraries, we 
compare the performance of individual models to that of the ensemble model using feature input observational data 
derived from WAAS data from Galaxy-15 as well as data from a fictitious satellite artificially placed close to the 
Galaxy-15 location.  Our work also addressed the training issue of data staleness that points to the practice of model 
retraining using the streaming data technique.  Preliminary results using ensemble ML technique indicate that for 
both data association and maneuver classification, the accuracy improved from 88% and 85%, respectively in 
previous work to at least 94% overall. 

In summary, with the encouraging results from the current work, we surmise that there is real potential for improved 
information gain by combining statistical filtering techniques and ML ensemble techniques that will be of benefit to 
the space domain community.  In our next step, we will consider the enabling capability of building training data 
from historical TLEs for any catalogued RSOs.  This activity is crucial for the success of applying ML techniques to 
address current challenges, since historical TLEs are abundantly available for most RSOs but precision ephemerides 
are rare for most RSO’s of interest. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Data Association (DA) and Maneuver Detection/Classification (MD/MC) still present many challenges to the 
operations of the Command and Control (C2) centers and to operational tracking systems for Space Domain 
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Awareness (SDA) [2].  Mis-tagging of observations and Uncorrelated Tracks (UCTs) are two of the many 
difficulties to overcome to improve catalog maintenance and building [3]. 

In the past two decades there have been significant contributions in data association and maneuver detection using 
modern filtering techniques and optimal control algorithms ( [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]).  More recently, contributions in data 
association and maneuver detection using ML modeling techniques ( [1] [9] [10] [11] [12]) show promising results.  
In [9] for example, Abay et. al. illustrate that Generative Adversarial Networks can learn the normal behavior of a 
resident space object under simulated natural forces and detect maneuvers as anomalies, whereas Shabarekh and et 
al. [11] use an unsupervised Interval Similarity Model to establish correlated patterns of life between astrometric 
observations and associated maneuvers. 

Our recent study of data association and maneuver classification [1] demonstrated further that ML techniques can 
play a significant role in contributing toward the SDA mission. More specifically, our previous work demonstrated 
the applicability of ML models to DA and MC using maneuver events of Galaxy-15 derived from the Wide Area 
Augmentation System (WAAS) data. The models achieved classification accuracy > 90%, a very encouraging result 
without any tuning being attempted.  In this paper we demonstrate the performance of ensemble and streaming ML 
models in DA and MD, which show significant improvement over our previous models.  Briefly, the ensemble ML 
technique seeks to combine the predictions of individual models into a single, superior prediction, while the 
streaming ML technique trains and predicts data sequentially in time.  Both of the model types considered in this 
study are appropriate for real-time operational deployment. 

The motivation to consider using ML techniques stem from their many successful applications to a variety of 
problems, such as finance (e.g., credit scoring [13] [14], stock market prediction [15]), medical diagnostics [16] 
[17], cybersecurity [18], agriculture [19], and others.  The immediate next step is to test the ML models of this study 
with operational data. The combination of modern filtering techniques and ML models may be a worthy approach to 
achieve a more robust processing system that can improve the accuracy of cataloged orbital states and reduce 
observation mis-tagging and UCTs. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the ML techniques used in the current study, Section 3 
explains how training data was generated, Section 4 discusses the result of training and prediction of the models, and 
Section 5 provides concluding remarks and the identification of future work. 

2. MACHINE LEARNING MODELING TECHNIQUES 
 
The focus of this work and resulting application reported in Section 4 cover two different training techniques: (1) the 
ensemble ML technique and (2) the streaming training technique. The initial design and capabilities of these 
techniques are discussed. 

2.1 Ensemble Modeling Technique 

Ensemble learning is a technique of training multiple models and combining their predictions to reach overall 
performance superior to that of any individual model. The technique is based on the intuition that the wisdom of the 
crowd in general is better than that of an individual as discussed further in [20] and [21]. 

There are two key ingredients to the success of the ensemble learning technique: (1) within reasonable limits, an 
ensemble model’s prediction accuracy improves as the number of new models are added to the ensemble until 
eventually the addition of new models ceases to bring new information; and (2) diversity of the individual 
ensembled models, which has been shown in [20] to improve overall accuracy. 

As the efficacy of the ensemble model is confirmed for data association and maneuver classification in the current 
study, we will address how to best determine how many and what models to use based on the diversity of the 
models; even if the models have inherent noise in the predictions, [20] and [21] address how variance reduction is 
one of the key characteristics of the ensemble technique.  We will undertake, in future effort, model tuning to 
optimize the utility of information from the observation data for decision making. 
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2.1.1 Ensemble Model Creation 

The ensemble ML technique consists of two main aspects: (1) the structure and flow of the training stage and (2) the 
combination of the individual model predictions [21]. 

Structure of the training stage 

There are different approaches to training the ensemble models; however, we can group them into three main types: 
Bagging, Stacking, and Boosting ( [20] [21] [22]). 

Bagging, short for bootstrapping and aggregation, is a technique where a single type of ML model is used, but 
individual instances of said model are trained using a different set of sample data – each sample dataset being a 
random selection of equal size taken from a master dataset. The predictions from each trained model are then 
aggregated, often via a statistical averaging or voting. 

Stacking is a technique that uses predictions from multiple types of trained models as inputs to the ensemble model, 
which subsequently makes the final prediction based on a specified classifier to the inputs. 

Boosting is a technique which incorporates new models into the ensemble sequentially, iteratively improving 
performance over multiple training intervals. During an iteration, model predictions are combined for an overall 
prediction, which is measured against the known truth of the training dataset to determine the training error. For 
each iteration, a new model is created and trained with weights based on prior training errors in order to sequentially 
improve prediction accuracy. 

Combination of the individual model predictions 

There are three main combination schemes that can be implemented in the ensemble model prediction: (1) Hard 
Voting, which makes the ultimate classification decision based on a simple majority vote from constituent models; 
(2) Soft Voting, which makes the classification decisions by summing of probability associated the classifications 
from each model and choosing the maximum sum; (3) Averaging, which simply takes an average of the prediction 
from each model. In each of these voting schemes, weights can be included to favor specific models over others. For 
the purposes of applying the ensemble method to data association and maneuver detection, the combination schemes 
implemented were hard voting, soft voting, and weighted soft voting. 

2.1.2 ML Models Applied to Ensemble Learning 

For the purposes of this work, base machine leaning models were sourced from the scikit-learn library [23]. This 
library contains a selection of supervised learning models, and an analyst can choose as many models as desired to 
be considered for the ensemble technique. 

Additionally, we used the Voting Classifier of the same library to aggregate the results of the existing trained 
models, each of which is fed the same test dataset. The Voting Classifier provides no post-processing, other than 
specifications made by the user to have final predictions assessed with either hard or soft voting and any weights to 
apply to sub-models. 

For both the data association and maneuver classification problems investigated in the current study, we limit the 
selection of models used in the ensemble to the ones listed below: 

a) Logistic regression is a linear model for classification. In this model, the probabilities describing the 
possible outcomes of a single trial are modeled using a logistic function. This implementation can fit 
binary, One-vs-Rest, or multinomial logistic regression with optional, or Elastic-Net regularization. 

b) RandomForest classifier. A random forest is a meta estimator that fits several decision tree classifiers on 
various sub-samples of the dataset and uses averaging to improve the prediction accuracy and to control 
over-fitting. 
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c) AdaBoost classifier is a meta-estimator that begins by fitting a classifier on the original dataset and then fits 
additional copies of the classifier on the same dataset but where the weights of incorrectly classified 
instances are adjusted such that subsequent classifiers focus more on difficult cases. 

d) Bagging classifier is an ensemble meta-estimator that fits base classifiers each on random subsets of the 
original dataset and then aggregate their individual predictions (either by voting or by averaging) to form a 
final prediction. Such a meta-estimator can typically be used to reduce the variance of a black-box 
estimator (e.g., a decision tree), by introducing randomization into its construction procedure and then 
making an ensemble out of it. 

e) Multi-layer Perceptron classifier is one of the earliest and simplest types of neural network, where the 
architecture consists of multiple layers each with a specified number of neurons with attribute of bias and 
weight where connections are made from all neurons of one layer to all neurons of the adjacent layer.  
Training is achieved by what is known as backpropagation to drive the output error toward zero in a 
supervised learning mode. This model optimizes the log-loss function using Limited-memory Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm or stochastic gradient descent. 

2.2 Streaming Training Technique 

Stream or on-line training techniques, when applied to ML model training, allows the model to update every time it 
is presented new data, either as a single record or as a batch.  The most common Python packages include creme 
and scikit-multiflow, which were merged to provide a leading method called riverML. [24]  The stream 
analysis supporting here in was performed using riverML and its two methods (learn_one and learn_many) to 
train and learn on streaming data.  These methods allow the model to learn (and predict) using one record at a time 
or a small batch of records, respectively and support ubiquitous operational scenarios for data flow 

For the current analysis, we compared Logistic Regression (LR), Passive Aggressive (PA) [25], and perceptron 
classifiers.  All 3 implementations in riverML support learn_one whereas, PA is the only one that does not support 
learn_many (as at the time of this publication).  Both methods of learning for each of the models are compared in 
the analysis discussion in Section 4. 

3. TRAINING DATA GENERATION METHODLOGY 
 
In our previous and current study, our observables are optical data of Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (DEC) 
as observed from a specified ground tracker. To capture the orbit of an RSO at GEO, we use the high-precision 
ephemeris for Galaxy-15, known as Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) data, which is available publicly 
from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). From this data, feature vectors used to train the five ML models 
listed in Section 2.1.2 were generated, with separate data generated and training performed for the maneuver 
classification and data association problems. Ultimately, more than 310,000 records were generated using this 
training record generation technique, spanning over 3 years of Galaxy-15 WAAS data for 2016, 2017, and 2018 for 
MC and double the number of records for DA. These were divided 75/25 into training and cross-validation data, 
respectively, with the 75% used to train the individual models listed in Section 2.1.1 prior to incorporation into the 
ensemble model and the 25% reserved as test data. 

3.1 Generation of Feature Vectors for Maneuver Classification 

The technique used in this study to capture maneuver attributes in the WAAS dataset was implemented in previous 
work [1], and each ephemeris record was labeled accordingly to recognize station-keeping maneuvers in the East-
West (EW), North-South (NS), and Radial (Rad) directions in support of ML model training. The full explanation of 
the maneuver detection methodology applied to the WAAS data is included in Appendix A. 

The training data used in this work is derived from the residuals between simulated optical observations (which may 
or may not include the effect of maneuver) and the expected optical observations, which assume no maneuver is 
executed. Individual simulated observations were generated through transformation of the WAAS high-precision 
state vector into the observation space at a given epoch, with the corresponding expected observation generated via 
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the unscented transform sampling technique described below. This limits the training data to only included 
measurement information that an observer would have in-situ. A further description of the observation generation 
process can be found in Appendix B. 

From each simulated and expected observation pair, a feature vector was generated, consisting of 28 features based 
on the measurement geometry. These features include the residuals in the measurement and the line-of-site vector 
(and its residuals) between the ground station and target transformed into various reference frames. The full details 
of each of the 28 features is discussed in Appendix A. 

Feature vector datasets and ML models trained with them are unique to each ground station/satellite pair, and 
application of this ensemble technique to other ground station/satellite pairs would necessitate the generation of new 
feature vector datasets and retraining of models based on them. Although this may seem like a limitation, because of 
the uniqueness of the data due to viewing geometry, it is necessary to build training data accordingly and data 
generation can easily be performed with today’s computing resources. 

3.2 Unscented Transform Sampling 

Since our training data requires expected observations based on catalogued states to be generated, we employed a 
technique called Unscented Transform (UT) sampling to ensure statistical coverage of the effect of state uncertainty 
in the training data. For each initial state taken 24 hours prior to a maneuver, 13 UT states are generated. This set of 
13 states are propagated to the end of the observation window, which is 12 hours after the maneuver epoch, and used 
in calculation of the expected observation at any epoch in that timeframe. Ideally, Monte Carlo sampling can be 
used, but it is too expensive computationally to be practical. The UT was first investigated by Julier and his 
colleague in association with the Unscented Transform Kalman Filter [26].  More recently, it was demonstrated in 
[27] how the UT sampling can represent the Probability Distribution Function (pdf) of a population and any non-
linear transformation therefrom. See Appendix C for more detailed discussion of the UT sampling technique. 

3.3 Generation of Feature Vectors for Data Association Training via Shadow Ephemeris 

To test the effectiveness of the ensemble technique on the data association problem, a secondary target that is in a 
similar-enough orbit to be mis-tagged as the primary is required. For this reason, we have created a shadow 
ephemeris for a fictitious RSO that is placed optically close to the real Galaxy-15 RSO.  For this study, the optical 
separation between Galaxy-15 and the Galaxy-15 Shadow RSO is about 8 arcseconds. The shadow ephemeris was 
generated based on the WAAS ephemeris data but offset in position from the actual Galaxy15 position in the East-
West direction. Further details of how this shadow ephemeris was created are given in Appendix D. Feature vector 
training and test data generation was performed using the Galaxy-15 and Galaxy-15 shadow observations, again 
implementing the technique described in Appendix A. 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Data Association using Ensemble Technique 

We applied the ensemble model to the problem of observation data association of targets in neighboring orbital 
regimes. Binary classification was performed, using the Galaxy15 as one label and the emulated Shadow Galaxy15 
as the other. 

We present the performance of the ensemble ML model using the confusion matrices, showing the accuracy of data 
association for a hard, soft, and weighted voting techniques in Fig. 1.  For weighted voting, we assigned the 
following weighs after observing the performance of individual models: Logistic Regression (1), Random Forest (3), 
Ada Boost (2), Bagging Classifier (3), and Multilayer Perceptron (2). 

Overall, the ensemble model has greater than 96% accuracy in either classification category for all three voting 
techniques, with the soft voting accuracy being higher than that of hard voting, and weighted voting having the best 
results of the three. For comparison, the performance of the single ML model in our previous work [1] achieves 98% 
accuracy for correctly identifying observation records belonging to Galaxy15 and 88% accuracy for those that do 
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not. The results shown here demonstrate that all voting modes of the ensemble ML model outperform the single ML 
model. 

  

 

Fig. 1. Confusion matrices for Data Association: top-left: Hard voting, top right: Soft Voting, lower center: 
Weighted Voting 

4.2 Maneuver Classification using Ensemble ML Technique 

The ensemble model was also applied to the problem of maneuver classification. In data processing, feature vector 
was labeled as displaying either no maneuver, or a maneuver in the EW, NS, or Rad direction. For this test, all types 
of station keeping maneuver were grouped into a single category, resulting in the ensemble model providing binary 
classification between two categories:  Maneuver (1) and Non-Maneuver (0). 

We present the performance of maneuver classification using the confusion matrices, showing the accuracy under 
the three voting techniques in Fig. 2. For this test, the same model weights described in Section 4.1 were again 
implemented for weighted voting. The weighted voting technique resulted in the best performance, followed by soft 
voting. The ensemble model achieved higher than 92% accuracy in each classification category when implementing 
weighted and soft voting. 

For comparison, the performance of the single ML model in our previous work [1] has accuracy of 85% for non-
maneuver and 97% for maneuver, which is very similar to that of the hard voting case of the current study, while the 
soft-voting and weighted voting modes outperform the single ML model. 
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrices for Maneuver Classification: top-left: Hard voting, top right: Soft Voting, lower center: 
Weighted Voting 

4.4 Maneuver Classification using Streaming Data Technique 

We compared LR, PA, and perceptron classifiers for both learn_one and learn_many (except PA) using the same 
input date as described in Section 3 except as a streamed source and for binary maneuver classification.  In general, 
the PA and perceptron classifiers yielded higher F1 and Receiver Operating Characteristic Area Under the Curve 
(ROC AUC) metrics than the LR classifier.  The single record training scored better than batch-based streaming. 

Using the LR classifier, trained one record at a time, the ROC AUC quickly goes to near unity within the first few 
records; however, as time continues, or as more records are used to train the model, the performance degrades over 
time as shown in Fig. 3.  Specifically, the ROC AUC quickly achieves a value near one but then begins to slowly 
degrade.  The degradation is not significant but the fact that it degrades is indicative of slightly lower quality of 
classification prediction.  The AUC measures the quality of the model’s predictions, so a closer look at the trade of 
false positives and false negatives may be warranted.  This figure, like the ones following this sub-section, are 
contained the statistical performance at each prediction step (predict_one or predict_many), captured as ROC AUC, 
F1, and R2 (or R2) (on the left ordinate) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the 
right axis.  Goodness for ROC AUC, F1, and R2 is closer to unity and a lower MSE and MAE is better. 
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Fig. 3. LR binary maneuver performance during learn_one training 

Using a PA Classifier (PAC), trained one record at a time, Fig. 4 shows the ROCAUC and other metrics quickly go 
and sustain values near unity within the first few records.  Similarly, the MAE and MSE performances achieve near 
perfection at the same rate. 

 
Fig. 4. PAC binary maneuver performance during learn_one training 

The perceptron classifier with single record learning performed nearly identical to the PAC as shown in Fig. 5. 

MAE, 
MSE 

ROCAUC, 
F1, 
R2 

MAE, 
MSE 

ROCAUC, 
F1, 
R2 
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Fig. 5. Perceptron classifier binary maneuver performance during learn_one training 

These performances demonstrate the potential to achieve high accuracy in maneuver binary classification when 
examined during a single record training environment.  There are, however, operational use cases where data present 
themselves as chunks or batches.  In this case, it is important that we report on batch performance using the 
riverML’s learn_many and predict_many functions.  Of the 3 models under investigation, only LR and perceptron 
classifiers support batch learning. 

The batch scenario chosen was a daily batch to ensure an operational use case where input features require pre-
processing throughout the day.  As such, the 2016 evaluation data contained 93 unique days, with each day typically 
containing between 300 and 2000 individual records. 

The next two figures (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) depict the training results of batch processing for the LR and perceptron 
classifiers.  Recall that the riverML PAC does not currently support batch processing.  Contrary to the single 
record learning, batch learning clearly showed a performance difference between the LR and perceptron models, 
with the LR the clear superior.  Unlike the single line learning, the batch learning statistics exhibit realism in that it 
takes at least a few days to achieve good performance (rather than only 1-2 records).  At this time, the authors have 
not investigated this behavior but recognize that the models do need further tuning 

MAE, 
MSE 

ROCAUC, 
F1, 
R2 
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Fig. 6. LR binary maneuver performance during learn_many training 

 

 
Fig. 7. Perceptron binary maneuver performance during learn_many training 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In our continued effort to address the DA and MC problems using ML modeling techniques, we have shown that 
these techniques can provide substantial benefits to SDA mission, specifically at addressing mis-tagging and UCTs. 

We have described the ML techniques applied in this work, the ensemble ML technique and the ML streaming 
training technique, as well as the data involved in the training of the ML models applied in this work.  The 
performance of the ensemble learning affirms the efficacy of this ML technique in many other areas of application.  
The key success of the application lies in constructing the proper training data with the methodology of taking 
advantage of the unscented transform sampling technique (in place of using the exhaustive Monte Carlo sampling) 
to characterize the orbital uncertainties of the catalog state. 

In summary, the ensemble ML models achieve better than 98% accuracy for both data association and maneuver 
classification while the streaming ML technique varies considerably between different models with classification 
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performance exceeding ranging from 75% to 98% F1 scores.  It is too early in the investigation to state that 
streaming training models perform better than the ensemble techniques. 

For future work, we will explore the applicability of generating training data from the abundance of the Two-Line 
Elements (TLEs) for many RSOs. In addition, we will pursue using operational observations and catalog data to 
demonstrate the viability of these ML techniques for operational deployment.  Furthermore, we will work toward the 
feasibility of model deployment for real-time operations and compare the results to current operational capabilities. 
In addition, model tuning will be undertaken to optimize performance of the models in the current study.  Finally, 
we will consider a longer-term goal of combining modern filtering techniques with ML techniques and believe this 
approach will combine the best of both worlds toward achieving further benefits for the SDA mission. 
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8. APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A – Feature of the Training Data 

All parameters in the training data are derived from the following input data: optical observation (RA/DEC), 
location of the ground optical tracker, and orbital state at the epoch of the observation. 

Table A-1 and corresponding graphics (see Fig. A-1) describe the parameters associated with the training data for 
ML models: 

Table A-1. Features for training data 

 

 

Parameter Name Description
RaResidual, DecResidual Difference between observed and expected Right-Ascension and 

Declination (expected is from orbital state as viewed by the ground-
tracker)

AzObs, ElObs Observed Azimuth and Elevation angles as converted from oberved 
RA and DEC

AzRes, ElRes Difference between observed and expected Azimuth and Elevation 
(expected is from orbital state as viewed by the ground-tracker)

AlphaObs, BetaObs Two angles that defines the unit line-of-sight (ULOS)  vector from 
the ground-tracker to observed (RA/DEC) in the Earth-Fixed Frame 

AlphaResidual, BetaResidual Difference between observed and expected Alpha and Beta angles 
(expected is from orbital state as viewed by the ground-tracker)

deltaULOSeci_X, deltaULOSeci_Y, 
deltaULOSeci_Z

Difference between the observed and expected unit LOS vector 
from the ground tracker to the observed and expected position of 
the RSO  in the ECI frame(expected is from orbital state as viewed 
by the ground-tracker)

ULOSenuObs_X, ULOSenuObs_Y, 
ULOSenuObs_Z     

Observed unit vector line-of-sight from ground tracker to the RSO 
in the topographical coordinate of East-North-Up (ENU) frame

ULOSECRObs_X, ULOSECRObs_Y, 
ULOSECRObs_Z

Observed unit vector line-of-sight from ground tracker to the RSO 
in the Earth-fixed coordinate frame, aka, Earth-Centered-Rotating 
(ECR)

deltaULOSECR_X, deltaULOSECR_Y, 
deltaULOSECR_Z

Difference between the observed and expected unit LOS vector 
from the ground tracker to the observed and expected position of 
the RSO in the ECR frame (expected is from orbital state as viewed 
by the ground-tracker)

FovX, FovY, FovZ components of the unit vector to the observed RSO in the FOV 
coordinate frame form by line-of-sight vector to the RSO and the 
zenith vector such that the z-axis is the negative of unit LOS vector, 
the x-axis is the vector cross-product between the LOS and the 
zenith unit vector, and the y-axis completes the right-handed triad
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Fig. A-1. Graphical depiction of derivable angles and components of the unit vector line-of-sight from ground 
tracker to the RSO (expected and observed) in various coordinate frames 
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Appendix B – Maneuver Detection using High-Precision Ephemeris 

With the precision ephemerides such as WAAS data, a simple technique was developed to label the maneuver 
events automatically. Fig. B-1 illustrates the maneuver detection technique using consecutive records within the 
ephemeris data.  The open source OrbDetPy [28] was also used as an orbit propagator to aid in the maneuver 
detection.  This detection technique uses the state at one record, say at time t1, to seed the orbit propagator as an 
initial state which is propagated to the time of the next record, t2.  The velocity vector from the propagated state is 
subtracted from the velocity vector of ephemeris data record at time t2 to obtain the delta-V vector, which is then 
transformed into a Radial, In-Track, and Cross-Track (RIC) coordinate frame (also known as UVW coordinates in 
some domains).  Each component of the delta-V in the RIC frame is examined to determine whether a maneuver is 
in-track, cross-track, or radial.  Based on the observed noise in the ephemeris, a threshold of 2.5 cm/s was used as a 
lower limit, above which a maneuver event was labeled.  These components also correspond to a station-keeping 
maneuver as EW, NS, and RD maneuver, respectively, for an RSO in GEO orbit. 

 

Fig. B-1. Maneuver Detection using precision ephemerides 

When computing ground-based optical measurement and residuals, we used the pre-maneuver state 24 hours prior to 
the maneuver event to compute the expected optical measurement.  The truth orbit (via precision ephemerides) was 
used to compute simulated optical measurements including the effect of normally distributed measurement noise. 

Finally, each feature record was labeled with (0,1,2,3) corresponding to no maneuver, EW, NS, and RD maneuvers, 
respectively.  For example, all measurement records occurring prior to the maneuver event are labeled with ‘0’, and 
any optical measurement occurring post maneuver is labeled as (1,2,3) depending on the maneuver event type.  The 
computed optical measurement for a fictitious ground-station were generated as long as that station had visibility to 
the RSO of interest during the maneuver events. 
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Appendix C – Unscented Transform Sampling for Orbit Uncertainty 

Due to errors inherent in the orbital knowledge of the RSOs, it is necessary to include the effect of orbital errors in 
the orbit state in the training data.  In some cases when the orbital uncertainty is large, it may mask the effect of the 
maneuver and causes the ML model to be “confused” in the application of the ML technique to maneuver 
classification.  For this reason, we have employed the UT sampling technique to capture the orbital uncertainty in 
building the training data for the ML models. 

The efficacy of using the UT sampling was demonstrated in [27] where the authors used the UT sigma points 
constructed from the mean and covariance of a state and performed a non-linear transformation of those sigma 
points.  In addition, the Monte Carlo sampling were used to compare against the distribution of the Sigma Points 
from the UT sampling.  The excerpted figures from the Reference as shown in Fig. C-1 show the comparison 
between the Monte Carlo vs the UT sampling of the electrical impedance before and after going through a non-
linear transformation. 

    

Fig. C-1. Comparison between Monte Carlo and UT sampling - left: initial normal distribution; right: after non-
linear transformation 

Our internal investigation also showed how UT sampling of the orbital uncertainties helps improve the performance 
of ML models over non-UT sampling.  Motivated by the result of the study in [27], we have employed this 
technique to sample the pdf of the orbit state uncertainty in our current study. 
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Appendix D – Generation of the Shadow RSO 

Data Association is actually a binary classification problem where, for ensemble ML technique using scikit-learn 
library, it is necessary to have label data available for training.  To this end we created a shadow RSO using the 
following procedure: for each maneuver event, emulated optical observations are collected 3 hours prior until 12 
hours after the event.  The sampling frequency is once every 10 minutes.  The initial orbit state is taken at 24 hours 
prior to the maneuver.  From this initial orbit state, an offset of 8.7 km is added to the x-component of the position 
vector.  The original state and offset state are propagated to the end of the observation period (12 hours post 
maneuver event).  At each sampling time, the difference in position vector is obtained (Fig. D-1) and then added to 
the original WAAS record and taken as the ephemeris data for the Shadow RSO (Fig. D-2).  This procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. D-1. 

 

Fig. D-1. Illustration of the generation of the Shadow Ephemeris for a fictitious RSO based on the original WAAS 
Ephemeris Data for Galaxy-15 

 

 

Fig. D-2. Construction of the shadow ephemeris from the original WAAS ephemeris 

This procedure allows the shadow ephemeris to capture the same maneuver characteristics of the original ephemeris.  
The shadow ephemeris is labeled as “other RSO” for the purpose of training the ML model to recognize whether an 
optical observation belongs to the Galaxy-15 RSO. 
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